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1 Introduction 

The increasing quality and quantity (resolution in space, coverage in time, combinations of 
sensors in the Sentinel family) of information provided by Copernicus offers the possibility to 
analyse and predict coastal meteo-oceanography at an unprecedented level. This is a unique 
opportunity to develop the Copernicus coastal dimension to tackle the pressures of increasing 
population and activities (Neumann et al., 2015) threatening the sustainability of our valuable 
coastal resources and infrastructures. The combination of ocean/atmosphere/land observations 
from the Sentinel 1/2/3, aligned with the availability of an increasing number of parameters 
(e.g. wave conditions) derived from higher resolution numerical models in the Copernicus 
Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) catalogues, should allow users to access 
proven representations of the coastal environment at a new level of resolution (e.g. wave 
diffraction at coastal “obstacles”), coupling (e.g. incorporating the land discharge into the 
coastal sea) and reliability for applications (e.g. hazards for coastal navigation).  

CEASELESS aims to introduce the coastal “dimension” in Copernicus through i) consistent 
and coherent inclusion of land discharge into operational (coastal) oceanography (Liste et al 
2014), ii) enhanced recovery (e.g. Rouault et al., 2010; Passaro et al., 2014) of coastal scale 
RS products using the new capabilities of Sentinel, iii) increased (to sub-mesoscales) resolution 
in  wind/wave/current numerical fields (e.g. Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2014) based on the new 
advances in unstructured meshes and coastal parameterizations, iv) novel approach to 
conditioning at limited scales (e.g. Wahle and Stanev, 2011) through improved assimilation 
and statistical techniques, v) enhanced data fusion and error metrics for anisotropic domains 
(e.g. Stanev et al., 2015a) linked to an improved collocation approach and vi) more efficient 
transfer and quality/uncertainty control (e.g. Bolaños et al., 2009) via data repositories and end-
user symbolism/vocabulary. 

The CEASELESS contribution to a coastal integrated forecasting system, which can 
demonstrably extend and improve Copernicus services (see proof-of-concept and our 
implementation road map), will be based on the explicit consideration of non-linear/strong 
interactions (e.g. wave interactions or free surface and bottom turbulence) and directional 
anisotropy with an unprecedented quantitative validation using the new Sentinel data. This 
opportunity will both benefit the foreseen increases in forecasting resolution in many 
meteorological services (e.g. the current ECMWF 9-km Earth system with a planned global 
wave model on an unstructured grid of 1-2 km in coastal areas) and will support upgrades in 
future Copernicus releases of ocean/wave fields (linked to the production centres we have in 
the consortium), which are anticipated to include a viable representation of coastal waters (e.g. 
MO models aim to resolve the NW European shelf seas at a resolution of 1.5 km in the near 
future). 
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Based on these possibilities CEASELESS will propose developing the coastal-data dimension 
within Copernicus by considering:  

i. The challenge of directional asymmetry arises because of the land-sea border and 
the domain sensitivity to directional sectors. For illustration consider that, when 
combining SAR measurements with high resolution model simulations (e.g. to 
retrieve wind directions), SAR sensors operate with a single viewing angle and a 
unique estimate of the wind speed is possible only if the wind direction is known a 
priori. Such directions may be retrieved directly from streaks in the measurements 
if present (Horstmann et al., 2004; Koch, 2004), although the more common 
approach in operational wind models is to derive directions from a global 
atmospheric field (Monaldo et al., 2004). However, the coarse model resolution 
with respect to the coastal geometry conditioning may lead to uncertainties in wind 
retrieval, degrading the quality of the product. Solving these directional features 
with a high resolution model that incorporates sub-mesoscale patterns, will support 
SAR processing with gains in accuracy and robustness. In CEASELESS we shall 
perform sensitivity analyses to test the effect of improved resolution on SAR 
measurements retrieval for offshore and coastal domains. The effect of other 
uncertainty sources with a directional vector (bathymetry, current fields or presence 
of ships) will be investigated depending on the available measurements. This will 
allow a comparison of retrievals from S1 and S3 and an analysis of uncertainty 
propagation in the retrieval process, adding robustness to future CMEMS products. 

ii. The averaging challenge comes from processing satellite data based on averaging a 
number of samples taken at a frequency well above one data per second in present 
applications (e.g. for significant wave height recovery). Averaging smooths sample 
variability and requires assuming statistically homogenous conditions in the 
considered area. However that is not the case for coastal domains, where coastal 
geometry and variable bottom topography induce gradients in most of the 
considered meteo-oceanographic variables. Moreover in the common case of an 
offshore blowing wind the statistical uniformity is also prevented by the 
development of the atmospheric marine boundary layer and its implications 
(Alomar et al., 2014). The use of original high frequency altimeter data from S1 
will allow assessing the information contained in standard averaged products and 
from that assessing their suitability for coastal domains. 

The directionality and averaging challenges are closely linked in the sense that the 
spatial structure of hydrodynamic fields near the coast will exhibit a lack of isotropy 
due to the shore boundary condition and local process generation (Kelvin waves, 
submarine canyon vortices, coastal sheltering and diffraction). This affects 
averaging in physical and statistical terms (e.g. spatial surge patterns when 
approaching the coast), requiring a directionally segregated treatment as proposed 
in our project. 
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iii. The parameterization challenge refers to the lack of proper closure sub-models for 
sub-grid processes. This can be illustrated by the atmospheric marine boundary 
layer which for wind blowing from land to sea experiences a transition over the 
comparatively smoother sea surface and for a given pressure gradient the length 
required to reach equilibrium with the sea surface roughness is of order 10 km. This 
fringe (depending on land roughness, air-sea stability conditions and pressure 
gradient) is not well reproduced by numerical simulations, which are slower to 
develop the marine boundary layer so that offshore winds are underestimated in the 
models, with the corresponding implications for wave and current predictions. In 
the same regard, the sea surface temperature (SST) role in shaping meso-scale 
atmospheric systems, is not yet well understood and leads to prediction errors for 
convective intensification, extreme precipitation (Pastor et al 2015, Buzzi et al 
2014) and the rain-induced damping of wind-wave generation (Cavaleri et al 2015).  
Although the problem can be partially alleviated by higher resolution, without 
“enough” observations, such as provided by the Sentinel high resolution 
measurements, it will not be possible to attempt an improved physically based 
parameterization. The wind/wave/current predictions near the land border are 
presently below the standards for open sea, failing to answer coastal zone user 
requirements. The improved parameterizations and validation proposed in our 
project will allow reducing the width of this tough transitional area. 

iv. The assimilation challenge originates from the need of assimilating non-
independent meteo-oceanographic variables such as e.g. wind and waves (e.g. 
Hersbach, 1998) in a limited size domain. Variational schemes require fewer 
assumptions and propagate better in space (compared to optimal interpolation) but 
the limited resolution available until now for coastal areas precluded the benefit of 
assimilation to affect modelling results. Although over open ocean domains these 
sophisticated assimilation methods do not provide clear advantages over well 
refined sequential optimal interpolation techniques (Aouf and Lefevre, 2014) the 
proposal in CEASELESS is to use variational/anisotropic schemes commensurate 
with the inhomogeneity in coastal areas (Delpey et al., 2010, Portilla-Yandún, and 
Cavaleri, 2015). The variational approach, starting from the offshore boundary 
condition, will rely on statistically consistent corrections that propagate taking into 
account the domain anisotropy and therefore are physically and statistically 
coherent with local (coastal) characteristics. The introduction of multi-level 
variational techniques (De las Heras et al., 1994; Hersbach, 1998; Hoteit et al., 
2009) considering the historic series of observations constrained by model 
dynamics, although widely used for operational atmospheric codes, will be here 
applied for the first time to waves and currents, combined with a simplified tangent 
linear model suitable for future operational predictions. 

v. The interaction challenge refers to the propagation of data/errors through coupled 
atmospheric and oceanographic models. The feedback between wind, waves and 
currents allows considering the energy redistribution between the different meteo-
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oceanographic components for short to medium range predictions. In CEASELESS 
we shall combine flexible and refined mesh codes (e.g. Roland et al., 2009; Zijlema, 
2010; Li, 2012; Alabart et al., 2014) with high resolution satellite measurements to 
propagate information through coupled modelling suites and unstructured meshes 
so as to derive anisotropic error metrics that reflect the interactions in the full 
modelling chain. Such coupled simulations have benefited in the past (Abdalla, 
2012; Abdalla, 2013; Galin et al., 2013; Lillibridge et al., 2014; Abdalla, 2014) 
from satellite data such as ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT (Abdalla et al., 2006). However 
the benefit for analysis and reanalysis (Dee et al., 2014) has not reached the full 
range of interaction mechanisms or benefited from in-situ data via triple collocation 
mechanisms (Janssen et al., 2007; Abdalla et al., 2011). In CEASELESS we attempt 
to make full use of Sentinel capabilities and recently developed high resolution 
modelling suites to gain new knowledge and enhance mutual benefits. The available 
near real time and offline simulations have so far addressed part of the processes 
and part of the scales (Stanev and Kandilarov, 2012; Pein et al., 2014). The 
approach proposed here will widen the process representation and scale coverage 
for a range of meteo-oceanographic and stability conditions that will naturally lead 
to an overall improvement in multi-variable assessments with important practical 
applications (e.g. where thermal effects become important as it happens in 
damaging flash flood events).  

The second building module (WP2) of CEASELESS deals with improved assimilation and 
error metrics for coastal domains (anisotropy) and scales (limited area), considering the 
simultaneous conditioning for inner domain and boundary conditions (e.g. Su et al., 2014). 
With this approach the benefit of assimilation in global models (Wittmann and Cummings, 
2004; Lefevre et al., 2006) will move a step ahead thanks to the high resolution and coverage 
of the new Sentinel measurements and based on variable-dependent memory intervals (e.g. for 
instance waves are “quicker” than currents that show a longer “memory”). The enlarged set of 
metocean variables (e.g. the full 2D wave spectra versus the significant height) and the 
algorithmically constrained ensembles (e.g. Barth et al., 2009) will allow a consistent 
conditioning for the main processes (e.g. bi-modal wave spectra with two main directions) in 
coastal sites candidates for CMEMS.  

The remaining of this report is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the 
wave data assimilation on global scale. It provides impact assessments due to the use of data 
from various sources (radar altimeter instruments), the scale at which the data are introduced 
into the assimilation system, the model grid resolution and finally, the use of unstructured grid. 
Wave data assimilation in the regional scale is provided in Section 3 while the limited area 
multi-variable data assimilation is described in Section 4.  
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2 Global Wave Data Assimilation 

 

2.1 Background 

Wave data assimilation is not as advanced compared to what has been done in the area of 
weather forecasting. There are two main reasons for this. First, in contrast to weather 
forecasting, the wave forecast is strongly constrained by wind forcing. The evolution of the 
atmospheric conditions is mainly controlled by the atmospheric initial state, whereas the initial 
wave field loses its influence after a relatively short time ranging from a few hours to a number 
of days depending mainly on the basin size, the sea state conditions, the wind strength and on 
the atmospheric dynamical time scale. In theory, a perfect wave model driven by perfect wind 
fields would produce perfect wave fields after a certain time, whatever the initial state might 
have been. However, this is not the case for the atmospheric model for which chaotic behaviour 
makes it very sensitive to its initial conditions. The second reason for the late introduction of 
wave data assimilation is that before the advent of satellites, only in-situ wave data were 
available. In particular, the measurements from wave buoys are of high quality, but the data 
coverage is mostly limited to coastal areas in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). Therefore, these 
data are of little use in global wave data assimilation. In practice, these in-situ data are used for 
the control and monitoring of numerical weather prediction (NWP) and wave models. 

When the prospect of global wave height data emerged, the first wave data assimilation 
methods that were developed were obviously the simplest and the least expensive in terms of 
computer resources. Several approaches are conceivable and they can be classified into two 
categories: sequential methods and multi-time level methods. The assimilation techniques most 
commonly used for operational applications are based on instantaneous sequential methods 
like optimum interpolation (OI) (e.g. Lionello et al., 1992) and successive corrections (e.g. 
Thomas, 1988). Such methods are very attractive due to their low computational cost. 
However, the corrections are done at a local scale and at one time level. It is well-known that 
the main error source in wave modelling is introduced through the driving wind field. 
Therefore, it would make sense to use the winds as control variable in the analysis scheme, i.e. 
to modify the winds in such a way that an optimal agreement with the observations for wave 
height is obtained. For windsea, updates to the wind field may be obtained in the context of a 
single time level approach. However, in case of swell this approach does not work because 
swells have been generated by remote storms some time (e.g. a number of days) ago. The 
assimilation of altimeter significant wave height (SWH) data represents an additional challenge 
because it only provides information on the integral over frequency and direction of the wave 
spectrum, whereas modern wave models are based on a spectral description. Applying the 
assimilation method results in a wave height increment which must be translated to a 
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corresponding change in the local wave spectrum. For windsea, this is fairly straightforward to 
do by using the evolution laws for wind generated waves, as obtained, for example, during the 
JONSWAP (Hasselmann et al, 1973) field campaign or, better, from idealised model runs. 
However, for swell it is assumed that the mean wave steepness is invariant during the 
transformation, which may be plausible, but in practice this assumption is hard to justify (see: 
Lionello et al., 1992 and Greenslade, 2001). 

A number of multi-time level methods have been developed and tested in the past. One such a 
method is based on the Kalman Filter (KF). The KF has the additional advantage that it 
provides error statistics on the model variables. The KF propagates a forecast error covariance 
matrix (FECM) which gives further information on the model state. The problem of 
implementing these techniques arises from the dimension of FECM, which then has 
implications on the required number of model integrations. Some simplifications are required 
to reduce the cost of such methods (Voorrips, 1998). 

Another multi-time level group of methods is based on the variational approach. Such methods 
are based on the minimization of a cost function and often use the adjoint technique in order to 
compute the gradient of the cost function. Multi-level time variational techniques take into 
account the history of the observations under the constraint of the wave model dynamics. A 
promising first step was reported by De las Heras et al. (1994) and Hersbach (1998) who 
managed to create the ’true’ wind forcing based on wave height observations alone. 

These studies were using the adjoint of the WAM model which was based either on coding the 
analytical adjoint or by means of an automatic procedure. However, the high cost of these 
methods has slowed down their introduction in the field of wave forecasting, although the 
variational approach is by now widely used in operational weather forecasting. Simplifications 
are always required for operational implementations. For example, simplifications in the 
tangent linear model as well as a reduction of its resolution would allow a significant reduction 
of its cost as it is necessary to carry out between 10 and 100 integrations of the adjoint of the 
tangent linear model to converge towards the optimum trajectory. Such an approach works well 
in the atmospheric context because the main interest is in an analysis of the large scales. 
However, for wave modelling the main interest is in wave development during storms which 
have smaller scales, say of the order of 500 km, and therefore a simplification such as a 
reduction in resolution is probably counter-productive. Using an approximate tangent-linear 
model, Voorrips and de Valk (1997) compared results of the variational approach with an OI 
method. No advantage was found for the variational method, however, presumably because of 
a not optimally calibrated tangent-linear model. 

Finally, Greenslade and Young (2004) investigated a problem which is common to all 
assimilation methods. A key element in any data assimilation scheme is that knowledge is 
required of the spatial correlation of the model error. In most schemes this is modelled by a 
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simple exponential distribution involving the ratio of the distance between the two points of 
interest and a correlation length scale, where the correlation length scale is regarded to be 
independent of location and is adjusted in such a way that in some sense optimal results are 
achieved. This is an ad-hoc approach and Greenslade and Young (2004) show, using the 
Hollingsworth-Lönnberg (1986) method, how in a rational way the correlations in model error 
may be obtained by a comparison with superobbed altimeter wave height data (superobbing, a 
term coined to refer to the averaging of measurements along the satellite track or over an area 
within the swath of the satellite, is required in order to avoid correlations that do exist between 
individual altimeter observations, see Janssen et al., 2007). It then turns out that the correlation 
length scale is a function of location on the globe, with large spatial scales, of the order of 700 
km, in the Tropics (where swells prevail), while in the extra-Tropics correlation scales are 
considerably smaller, of the order of 400 km, because windseas, which have smaller scales, are 
an important component of the sea state in the storm tracks. Greenslade and Young (2005) have 
used these inhomogeneous model error correlations in the Australian wave analysis system and 
an improved forecast skill was found when compared to the operational analysis system with 
a fixed correlation length scale of 300 km. Preliminary tests at ECMWF, however, have only 
shown a modest impact of this promising change in the model correlation matrix, hence more 
work is evidently needed. 

Despite the above mentioned shortcomings, even today, most weather centres with wave 
modelling capabilities are using OI or related schemes to assimilate significant wave height 
from a number of altimeters. Admittedly, these schemes involve a number of strong 
assumptions to relate wave heights increments to changes in the wave spectrum. Therefore, 
instruments that would provide spectral information such as the Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(SAR) are ideally suited for wave assimilation because no assumption in the mapping from the 
observed information to spectral change is required. The introduction of SAR data assimilation 
has been tested in a number of studies (e.g. Breivik et al., 1998; Dunlap et al., 1998; Aouf et 
al., 2006) and has been introduced operationally at ECMWF in February 2003 (Abdalla et al., 
2004). Forecast impact of the introduction of SAR data was similar to that of altimeter wave 
height data, which suggests that, although the wave height assimilation schemes involve a 
number of strong assumptions, the analysis results seem nevertheless realistic. 

This section describes the impact assessment studies related to wave data assimilation on a 
global scale. Sub-section 2.3 deals with the impact of having data from more than one source 
(in this case more than one satellite radar altimeter). Sub-section 2.4 assesses the impact of the 
scale of the data which is done through the “superobbing” (a term coined by the data 
assimilation community to refer to the averaging of successive measurements as in the along-
track averaging of satellite altimeter data). The impact of the size of the model grid-spacing is 
assessed in Sub-section 2.5. Preliminary results related to the impact of using an unstructured 
grid for the wave model are presented in Sub-section 2.6. 
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2.2 The wave data assimilation system 

The results presented in this section are based on numerical experiments conducted using the 
ECMWF wave model ECWAM, which is part of Integrated Forecasting System (IFS). In most 
of the experiments, the wave model ECWAM was run in isolation from the other components 
of IFS. We refer to this configuration as uncoupled or stand-alone wave model runs. The 
forcing wind fields were obtained from the operational ECMWF analyses and forecasts. Unless 

otherwise specified, these stand-alone model runs have the same grid (0.125 x 0.125 irregular 

latitude-longitude grid which correspond to about 14 km) and spectral resolution (36 directions 
and 36 frequencies) as the operational model. The runs involve a 12-hour analysis (in a form 
of two 6-hour windows) followed by 6-day forecast (the forecast was limited to 6 days as the 
impact of wave data assimilation is negligible beyond that). Wave data assimilation is based 
on the currently used Optimum Interpolation (OI) assimilation scheme (see, for example, 
Abdalla and Janssen, 2017). Some reference experiments were run without any data 
assimilation (also called hindcast) to represent the pure model predictions. ECWAM is 
described in ECMWF (2016) and Janssen (2004, 2007). 

The altimeter data are pre-processed in a way similar to the approach outlined in Abdalla and 
Hersbach (2004) and Bauer et al. (1992) with slightly modified parameters. The data go 
through a quality control procedure to remove erroneous and inconsistent observations. The 
standard deviation of altimeter range and significant wave height (SWH) are used to reject 
observations with high variability which are usually adversely affected by land, ice or other 
sources of footprint contamination. The data are then averaged along the track to form super-
observations (we refer to this process as “superobbing”) with scales compatible with the model 
scales of around 75 km. It is worthwhile mentioning that model scale is typically several (about 
4-8) times the model grid spacing (e.g. Abdalla et al., 2013). This corresponds to 11 individual 
(1 Hz) observations for low-altitude (~800 km) satellites which have ground speed of about 7 
km/s (CryoSat-2, SARAL/AltiKa, Sentinel-3) and to 13 individual 1-Hz observations for high-
altitude (1300 km) satellites which have ground speed of about 6 km/s. The impact of changing 
the scale of the super-observations will be touched in this section. 

2.3 Impact of assimilating data from different sources 

The first operational implementation of SWH assimilation in the global ECMWF wave model 
(ECWAM), which is part of the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), was realised 
on 15 August 1993. The history of ocean wave data assimilation in terms of instruments used 
as of August 2017 is shown in Figure 1. Currently, several NWP centres like ECMWF; the 
German Deutscher Wetterdienst; the Meteo-France; and Japan Meteorological Agency have 
all been assimilating altimeter significant wave height data operationally using wave 
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assimilation systems that are based on the OI scheme since 1993, 2008, 2011 and 2012, 
respectively (see Abdalla and Janssen, 2017). 

 

Figure 1: Timeline of altimeter SWH assimilation at ECMWF. There is currently good 
resilience in altimeter SWH observations as data are being provided by three 
satellites. Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A data are expected to be added in 2017. 

The availability of 5 altimeter instruments that are capable of providing wave data in near real 
time (NRT, a strict requirement for operational weather and sea-state forecasting), provides a 
unique opportunity to study the impact of adding more sources of (altimeter) significant wave 
height data to the global sea-state observing system. Several numerical experiments were 
conducted to assess this impact. Previous studies dealt with up to 3 altimeters (Abdalla, 2015 
and Abdalla et al., 2016), showed that in general the impact of having data from two altimeter 
instruments adds half the impact of using data from one instrument (see Figure 2). Data from 
an additional instrument add about one quarter of the impact of one altimeter. As the impact of 
additional data sources does not add linearly but loses its significance as the number of 
altimeters increases, one does not expect a lot of impact from assimilating data from five 
altimeters compared to four altimeters, for example. 

The experiments showing the impact of assimilating significant wave height data from 
Sentinel-3A and Jason-3 on top of the data from Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa into 
ECWAM are shown here. 

Model runs involved for this exercise include a hindcast run (i.e. without assimilating any 
altimeter data), a run that resembles the current operational configuration by assimilating data 
from Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa, and a run that include data from Sentinel-3A and 
Jason-3 in addition to the currently used altimeters (i.e. data from a total of 5 altimeters). The 
impact was assessed in terms of improvements in model analysis. Figure 3 shows the mean 
difference between the run with the 5 altimeters compared to the hindcast run averaged over a 
period of 5 months (1 December 2016 – 30 April 2017). Although the model runs were global, 
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the impact over the seas around Europe are presented. Systematic differences of few 
centimetres can be recognised at various regions and in particular in the middle of the 
Mediterranean and to northwest of Norway. The data assimilation tries to increase the wave 
height which indicate a consistent model underestimates in those areas at least for the 
considered period. The model also seems to overestimate the wave conditions towards the 
northern edge of the domain. The data assimilation tries to reduce the wave height consistently.  

 

Figure 2: Impact of assimilating various altimeter SWH products on error reduction of wave 
model analysis and FC SWH as inferred from comparisons with in-situ 
measurements in the Tropics and in the Extra-Tropics during the period from 14 
February to 30 April 2014. Forecast range of 0 hour represents the model analysis. 
Random error reduction index (RER) is defined in Equation 1. (Plot modified from 
Figure 12 of Abdalla et al, 2016) 

The impact of assimilating altimeter SWH data from five satellite instruments (Sentinel-3A, 
Jason-3, Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa) compared to assimilating the data from three 
instruments (Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa) on the wave model forecasts is clearly 
demonstrated in Figure 4. The random-error reduction index (RER), which is a simple index 
that quantifies the impact of data assimilation, is defined as: 

         RER=100*(SDDH-B - SDDM-B)/SDDH-B                   (1) 
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Figure 3: The impact of assimilating significant wave height from five altimeters (Sentinel-
3A, Jason-3, Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa) on wave model analysis 
around Europe between 1 December 2016 and 30 April 2017. 

 

Figure 4: The impact of assimilating significant wave height from five altimeters (Sentinel-
3A, Jason-3, Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa) on wave model forecast over 
all global water bodies (Global) and only over waters in the Tropics (between 
latitudes 20N and 20S) between 1 December 2016 and 30 April 2017. 
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where SDDX-Y is the standard deviation of the difference between X and Y with the subscript H 
refers to the reference model hindcast without any data assimilation, the subscript M refers to 
the model run with data assimilation and the subscript B refers to the collocated in situ 
measurement. This simple RER index describes the effectiveness of assimilated data in 
reducing the random model error compared to the case when no data is assimilated. Therefore, 
the higher the reduction value the more effective the assimilated data are. 

It is clear that the data from the two additional satellite altimeters only contribute by a small 
fraction of the whole impact. This is in line with the previous studies along this line. There are 
several new satellite altimeter mission launches in the following few months to years (see 
Figure 5). Those launches include the EU Copernicus Sentinel-3B (2018), Sentinel-6A (~ 
2020). Therefore, the natural question is that: since there will be very small impact of the 
additional data, does it really worth the effort to assimilate data from those new satellites? The 
answer is yes. Although limited impact is expected from, say a sixth satellite altimeter 
(Sentinel-3B has just been launched on the 25th April 2018), this will enhance the robustness 
of the wave data assimilation system. The recent altimeter near real time (NRT) coverage 
during a typical day in May 2017 includes data from Sentinel-3A, Jason-3, Jason-2, CryoSat-
2 and SARAL/AltiKa and is shown in Figure 6. With data from five satellites, it is clear that 
the coverage is rather dense. The recent intermittent loss of Jason-2 has relatively limited 
impact on the skill of ECMWF operational wave assimilation although the system includes 
data from only three altimeters. Of course, with five or even six altimeters soon, the impact is 
expected to be insignificant. 

 

Figure 5: Timeline of the availability of NRT altimeter data during the coming few years. Date 
refer to the time when data are used or expected to be used in ECMWF operational 
model. 
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Figure 6: Daily ground coverage of NRT altimeter significant wave height data from five 
satellites on 1 May 2017. 

2.4 Impact of the scale (due to supperobbing) of the data 

Several systematic numerical experiments were conducted to evaluate the impact of the data 
scale (this sub-section) and the model grid (next sub-section). The list of the experiments is 
provided in Table 1. The default data assimilation experiment (DDA) resembles the current 
operational configuration of ECMWF system except for coupling as all the runs listed in Table 
1 are stand-alone (i.e. uncoupled with the other IFS components). The experiments were 

conducted on a global grid with spacing of 0.125 irregular latitude-longitude which 

corresponds to about 14 km. The spectral resolution is 36 directions and 36 frequencies. The 
runs were configured similar to the operational system with 12-hour analysis followed by 6 
day forecast (rather than the 10-day forecast in operational runs as the impact of wave data 
assimilation diminishes in the forecast and would almost disappear after 5-6 days). The model 
is forced by the operational ECMWF winds with analysis winds during the 12-hour analysis 
and the forecast winds during the 6-day forecasts. All the experiments except for the no-data 
assimilation run assimilate altimeter significant wave height (SWH) from the five available 
altimeters of Sentinel-3A, Jason-2, Jason-3, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa. The default run 
uses altimeter data in a form of super-observations at a scale of about 75 km (that is: 11 of 1-
Hz observations for Sentinel-3A, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa and 13 of 1-Hz observations 
for Jason-2 and Jason-3). The altimeter data are bias correct to the level of the model to have 
globally unbiased data with respect to the model. 

The experiments were set to run for one year starting from 1 December 2016. However, at the 
time of writing (in fact the time of preparing the plots), 6 months for buoy comparison and 9 
months for the maps had been completed. The initial conditions at time 00 UTC on 1 December 
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2016 were the operational wave conditions at that time. Therefore, we have discarded the first 
few days (~5-10 days) in order to eliminate any impact of the initial conditions on the 
assessment. 

Table 1: Experiments for assessing the impact of the data scales (Sub-section 2.4) and model 
grid (Sub-section 2.5). 

Exp. ID Experiment Deviation from default configuration 

gxqj Default (DDA) Default configuration resembles the operational system 
without coupling with the other components of IFS. 

gxqk No-Data (ND) Model hindcast with data assimilation switched off. 

gxql Grid-box 
Averaging (GBA) 

Super-obbing is done within the grid box (within a box of 
~14x14 km). 

gxqm 50-km 
Superobbing 
(DA50) 

Super-obbing is done at scale of ~50 km along the track (7 
or 8 individual observations). 

gxqn 25-km 
Superobbing 
(DA25) 

Super-obbing is done at scale of ~25 km along the track (3 
or 4 individual observations). 

gxqo 0.25 Grid 
(DA0.25) 

The model grid spacing is 0.25 (~28 km). 

gxqp 0.5 Grid 
(DA0.5) 

The model grid spacing is 0.5 (~55 km). Also, the number 
of directions is 24 and the number of frequencies is 30. 

 

The impact of assimilating wave data from the five altimeters is shown in form of maps of the 
difference between the default run (DDA) and the hindcast run (ND) over the period from 10 
December 2016 to 10 August 2017. The maps cover the seas around Europe although the model 
runs are global. Figure 7 shows the mean difference between DDA and ND averaged over the 
whole period of 9 months. The impact is consistent with the earlier results shown in Figure 3. 
The average values over the whole period do not exceed ~6 cm. These systematic differences 
are not small. One important observation is that over the nine months, the model on average is 
lower than the data. Recalling that the altimeter wave height data are bias-corrected to become 
comparable with the model output, one would not expect much difference. Although, this is 
true on the global scale, local biases do exist. 

Figure 8 shows the standard deviation of the difference (SDD) between the DDA and ND runs. 
The plot can be interpreted as the effort put by the assimilation system to change the model 
first guess. It is clear that data assimilation is more active towards the south southeast of 
Greenland. It is less active in the inner seas (the Mediterranean, the Baltic, … etc.) simply due 
to the domination of low waves. 
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Figure 7: Impact of data assimilation using the default configuration (DDA) compared to a 
similar experiment without any data assimilation (ND) presented as the mean 
difference (bias) in significant wave height (units: m). 

 

Figure 8: Impact of data assimilation using the default configuration (DDA) compared to a 
similar experiment without any data assimilation (ND) presented as the standard 
deviation of difference (SDD) in significant wave height (units: m). 

 

Figures 9 and 10 show the maximum (DDA waves are higher than the ND waves) and the 
minimum (DDA waves are lower than the ND waves) difference at each grid point between 
DDA and ND runs, respectively, in the seas around Europe. It is clear that differences in excess 
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of, say, 2 m are not uncommon in the North Atlantic. This shows the importance of data 
assimilation. 

 

Figure 9: Impact of data assimilation using the default configuration (DDA) compared to a 
similar experiment without any data assimilation (ND) presented as the maximum 
difference (i.e. the maximum increase in model values due to data assimilation) in 
significant wave height at each grid point (units: m). 

 

Figure 10: Impact of data assimilation using the default configuration (DDA) compared to a 
similar experiment without any data assimilation (ND) presented as the minimum 
difference (i.e. the maximum decrease in model values due to data assimilation) in 
significant wave height at each grid point (units: m). 
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The impact of changing the scale of the super-observations from the default of ~75 km (DDA) 
to the grid-box of ~14 km x 14 km (the scale varies between ~12-28 km) (GBA) is presented 
in a series of maps in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 for the same 9-month period. The mean 
difference is relatively small (mainly within a couple of centimetres) as can be seen in Figure 
11. The positive difference (meaning that the grid-box averaging increases the analysis wave 
height compared to the default 75-km super-observations) dominates the eastern part of the 
domain. It is worthwhile noting that the grid-box averaging leads to systematic small increase 
of wave height in the whole of the Mediterranean and the whole of the Black Sea. The SDD 
shown in Figure 12 imply that the grid-box averaging has more impact at the areas to the south 
of Greenland. Maximum and minimum differences at each grid point (Figures 13 and 14) in 
excess of half a meter are quite common in the domain. 

The runs with superobbing scales of 50-km (DA50) and 25-km (DA25) show similar but lower 
impacts (not shown) than those in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14. This is an expected result as both 
scales lie between those of DDA and GBA. 

Further assessment of the impact on the analysis and the forecast is done against the 
independent wave buoy data. Data from trusted wave buoys (and platforms) mainly offshore 
of Europe and North America (see Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 11: Impact of using grid-box averaging for data assimilation (GBA) instead of the 
default scale of super-observations of 75 km (DDA) presented as the mean 
difference (bias) in significant wave height (units: m). 
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Figure 12: Impact of using grid-box averaging for data assimilation (GBA) instead of the 
default scale of super-observations of 75 km (DDA) presented as the standard 
deviation of difference (SDD) in significant wave height (units: m). 

 

 

Figure 13: Impact of using grid-box averaging for data assimilation (GBA) instead of the 
default scale of super-observations of 75 km (DDA) presented as the maximum 
difference (i.e. the maximum increase in model values due to data assimilation) in 
significant wave height at each grid point (units: m). 
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Figure 14: Impact of using grid-box averaging for data assimilation (GBA) instead of the 
default scale of super-observations of 75 km (DDA) presented as the minimum 
difference (i.e. the maximum decrease in model values due to data assimilation) in 
significant wave height at each grid point (units: m). 

 

 

Figure 15: Typical locations of buoy measurements. 

 

Figure 16 shows the impact of changing the scale of data super-observations in data 
assimilation on the significant wave height bias in analysis and forecast times for the period 
from 6 December 2016 till 31 May 2017 as verified against wave buoy data. It is clear that the 
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overall bias is very small (roughly between 1 cm). The differences between the biases from 
various scales are very small as well. The standard deviation of the significant wave height 
differences with respect to the buoy measurements shown in Figure 17 for all the assimilation 
experiments with different superobbing choices are almost the same. The same can be said 
about the random error reduction defined in Equation 1 and shown in Figure 18. 

Similarly, the impact of changing the superobbing has small impact on the mean and peak wave 
periods. This is clear from Figures 19, 20 and 21 which show the evolution (in the forecast lead 
range) of the mean wave period (Tz) bias, standard deviation of the difference and the random 
error reduction, respectively, with respect to the buoy measurements. Apart from the analysis 
time and the early stages of the forecast, the results are almost identical. However, it is possible 
to notice a slight degradation in the mean wave period at the analysis time as verified against 
buoy data (slightly higher SDD and RER values in analysis compared to 12-hour forecast in 
Figures 20 and 21. The degradation is the smallest for the default case and increases as the 
scale is refined. This needs further investigation to provide a convincing explanation. The 
impact on the peak wave period is similar as can be seen in Figures 22, 23 and 24 without the 
adverse impact at the analysis time. 

 

 

Figure 16: The impact of data assimilation using various scales of data super-observations on 
the significant wave height bias in analysis and forecast for the period from 6 
December 2016 till 31 May 2017. The verification results of the no-data experiment 
is plotted as a dashed line. 
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Figure 17: Similar to Figure 16 but for significant wave height standard deviation of the 
difference. 

 

Figure 18: Similar to Figure 16 but for significant wave height random error reduction. 
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Figure 19: The impact of data assimilation using various scales of data super-observations and 
various model grid spacings on the mean wave period bias in analysis and forecast 
for the period from 6 December 2016 till 31 May 2017. The runs with 0.25 and 
0.5 grids show almost identical wave period biases. 

 

Figure 20: Similar to Figure 19 but for mean wave period standard deviation of the difference 
and for the different scales only (no grid spacing impact). 
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Figure 21: Similar to Figure 20 but for mean wave period random error reduction. 

 

 

Figure 22: Similar to Figure 19 but for peak wave period. 
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Figure 23: Similar to Figure 20 but for peak wave period. 

 

 

Figure 24: Similar to Figure 21 but for peak wave period. 
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2.5 Impact of model grid spacing 

The impact of changing the model grid spacing from the default of 0.125 which corresponds 
to about 14 km in both zonal and meridional directions (DDA) to coarser resolution of 0.5 
which corresponds to about 55 km in both directions (DA0.5) is presented in a series of maps 
in Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 for the same 9-month period from 10 December 2016 till 10 August 
2017. The mean difference is relatively small (mainly within 2 cm with few spots with values 
in excess of 20 cm) as can be seen in Figure 25. The spots with large positive differences 
(coarse resolution wave heights higher than those of default resolution) are located at or around 
small islands or land features that may not be resolved properly in the coarse grid. This is 
clearly seen in Figure 27 with maximum differences of much higher than 2. The spots with 
large negative differences (coarse resolution wave heights are lower) are mainly around the 
coasts and next to the sea ice boundary (see also Figure 28). In fact, there are the areas where 
the model resolution matters the most. The SDD of wave heights does not exceed ~12 cm for 
most of the region (Figure 26). The large values are again at or around the small islands which 
may be missing in the coarse grid.  

The runs with the intermediate 0.25 which corresponds to about 28 km in both zonal and 
meridional directions (DA0.25) show lower impact (not shown) than the impact in Figures 25, 
26, 27 and 28.  

It is important to mention that the run DA0.5 (with course resolution grid of 0.5) has smaller 
number of frequencies and directions (30 frequencies and 24 directions) compared to the other 
two runs DDA and DA0.25 which both have 36 frequencies and 36 directions.  

The assessment of the impact of grid resolution on the analysis and the forecast against the 
independent wave buoy data was also carried out using data from trusted wave buoys located 
mainly around the European and the North American coasts (see Figure 15). 

Figure 29 shows the impact of changing the model grid resolution on the significant wave 
height bias in analysis and forecast times for the period from 6 December 2016 till 31 May 
2017 as verified against wave buoy data. It is clear that the overall bias is very small (roughly 
between 2 cm). While the intermediate resolution DA0.25 (0.25) run is about 1 cm lower 
than the default run, the coarse model run of 0.5 (DA0.5) shows more model underestimation 
especially later in the forecast lead time (more than 7 cm at day 6). 

The standard deviation of the significant wave height differences with respect to the buoy 
measurements are shown in Figure 30 for all the assimilation experiments with different grid 
resolutions. Again, the difference between the intermediate resolution run (DA0.25) and the 
default resolution (0.125) curves is very small. Both of them show model improvements 
compared to the high resolution hindcast run. However, the coarse resolution run DA0.5 show 
less agreement with buoy data than the high resolution model hindcast (ND) except at the 
analysis time when DA0.5 is slightly better than ND. Of course this is reflected in the random 
error reduction (defined by Equation 1) curve shown in Figure 31 which shows clearly that the 
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DA0.5 cause model degradation compared to the high resolution hindcast run ND as verified 
against buoys. This may be attributed to one or more of the following: The coarse resolution 
run has by default lower number of spectral components (30 frequencies x 24 directions 
compared to 36 frequencies x 36 directions in the case of the other two resolutions). Another 
possible reason, is that due to the resolution the DA0.5 run is not able to resolve the coastline 
properly causing degradation of model predictions in the continental shelf where most of the 
buoys are located. Another potential reason is that the bias correction applied to the satellite 
data is based on the high resolution model. Since the coarse resolution run DA0.5 shows lower 
wave heights (see Figure 29), this run may need a different bias correction table. In any case, 
the coarse resolution run is expected to have lower skill compared to the higher resolution runs.  

The impact of changing the model grid resolution on the predicted wave period can be seen in 
Figures 19, 32 and 33 for mean period (Tz) and in Figures 22, 34 and 35 for peak wave period 
(Tp). It is clear that the wave period produced by the lower resolution models are lower than 
those of the higher resolution. This difference is very small (~0.02 s) for the mean period 
(Figure 19). For the peak period, the difference is about 0.1 s for DA0.25 and 0.2 s for DA0.5 
(Figure 22). 

The standard deviation of the difference for the mean wave period (Figure 32) in the case of 
the coarse resolution run DA0.5 is much lower than its counterpart in the other two resolutions. 
This is clearly reflected in the random error reduction curves in Figure 33 when the mean wave 
period error reduction in the coarse resolution run DA0.5 is about 15% at the analysis time and 
sustains a healthy impact apparently beyond day 6 in the forecast. This needs to be compared 
with less than 3% for the two higher resolution runs at the analysis time and almost null after 
3 days. The same can be also noticed for the peak wave period. However, Figures 34 and 35 
suggest that the coarser the grid is, the more skill the model can develop in predicting the peak 
wave period. 

The ability of coarse model to produce more skilful predictions of wave period is a surprising 
result which could not be explained. Further look into the details of the runs and verification 
did not reveal any potential issues. The number of buoy observations are slightly lower in the 
case of the coarse resolution run but that by itself cannot provide an explanation. One may 
think that the lower number of frequencies used in the coarse model run may provide an 
explanation for the mean period result but it cannot for sure provide any explanation for peak 
period result.  It may be also worth mentioning here that the buoys are either reporting mean 
wave period or the peak one but not both. So, getting the same result from two different data 
sets may provide a confirmation that the signal (better wave periods in coarser models) is a 
genuine one. This will be further investigated in order to reach a satisfactory explanation. 
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Figure 25: Impact of running the wave model on a coarse grid of 0.5 (~ 55 km) compared to 
the default run with a grid of 0.125 (~ 14 km) presented as the mean difference 
(bias) in significant wave height (units: m). 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Similar to Figure 25 but for standard deviation of the difference. 
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Figure 27: Similar to Figure 25 but for maximum difference (maximum increase). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Similar to Figure 25 but for minimum difference (maximum decrease). 
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Figure 29: The impact of data assimilation using various model grid spacing on the significant 
wave height bias in analysis and forecast for the period from 6 December 2016 till 
31 May 2017. The verification results of the no-data experiment equivalent to the 
reference run is plotted as a dashed line. 

 

Figure 30: Similar to Figure 29 but for significant wave height standard deviation of the 
difference. 
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Figure 31: Similar to Figure 29 but for significant wave height random error reduction. 

 

Figure 32: Similar to Figure 30 but for mean wave period standard deviation of the difference. 
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Figure 33: Similar to Figure 31 but for mean wave period random error reduction. 

 

Figure 34: Similar to Figure 30 but for peak wave period standard deviation of the difference. 
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Figure 35: Similar to Figure 31 but for peak wave period random error reduction.. 

 

2.6 Data assimilation on unstructured grids in ECWAM 

Because waves are sensitive to actual water depth and the details of the coastline, it is worth 
exploring other grid configurations where the effort is spent on better resolving the nearshore 
areas. One way to achieve this is to implement an unstructured grid. There has been some 
technical delay in implementing a global unstructured grid. In the meantime, the unstructured 
grid already implemented for the Mediterranean Sea has been used instead. The grid is shown 
in Figure 36. It clearly shows the refinement near coast.  

ECWAM has been adapted to deal with such grid based on the work of Roland (2009, 2012). 
Within CEASELESS, we are tasked to implement wave data capabilities on such a grid. 

For data assimilation, ECWAM uses an optimal interpolation scheme (OI) based on the work 
of Lionello et al. (1992).  Significant wave height observations from space borne altimeters are 
assimilated and the analysis wave height increments are subsequently converted to updates of 
the model spectra (ECMWF, 2016). It was originally implemented to work with a structured 
grid only. It is a fully parallel code that works efficiently on ECMWF super computer.  
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Figure 36: the unstructured grid already implemented for the Mediterranean. 

 

The OI functionality and parallel capabilities have successfully been extended to work with the 
unstructured grid. At this time, the background error specification, the data screening and the 
analysis window length as used in the global operational configuration have not been modified. 

A simple analysis experiment was carried from December 2017 to February 2018. Altimeter 
wave height data from Jason-2, Jason-3, SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3A were available for 
that period.  The model was forced by 6-hourly analysis wind fields. Figure 37 shows the 
significant wave height increments (analysis – first guess) on the December 2, 2017, 6 UTC. 
The impact of the data assimilation is clearly visible. 
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A preliminary comparison against buoy data from Spain and France indicates that the system 
is working as intended. Figure 38 shows the comparison for the reference run, without any data 
assimilation. A similar comparison is shown in Figure 39 for the run with data assimilation. 

2.7 Summary and future work 

The degree of improvement in the wave height forecast achieved by assimilating wave data 
depends on a number of factors (see Abdalla and Janssen, 2017). The quality of the model is 
the first factor. This includes the accuracy of the forecast surface winds and the quality of the 
wave model itself. In fact, a good wave forecasting system (wind and wave) will show less 
impact of wave data assimilation on the forecast skill. The second factor is the amount of data 
used in assimilation as briefly mentioned above. A third important factor is the quality of the 
wave data that are assimilated in the model fields (more details can be found in Janssen et al., 
2007). The fourth important factor is the assimilation procedure. This is the factor that is being 
considered at this stage. 

Assimilation of data from Sentinel-3A, Jason-2, Jason-3, CryoSat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa were 
considered. The impact of assimilating wave data from additional sources (e.g. new satellites) 
improves the skill of the prediction system but not as much as it would do if smaller number 
of data are used. However, the more sources of data are available in the system the more robust 
the system would. In a robust system, a loss of one or so data sources would not have a 
significant impact. 

The satellite radar altimeter wave data are introduced to the wave data assimilation system as 
super-observations (i.e. averages along the satellite track). The following scales were 
considered ~75 km (default value), ~ 50 km, ~ 25 km and model grid box average (12~28 km). 
It was found that the impact of the scale at which data are introduced to system is not an 
important factor. 

Three structured but irregular model grids were tested: 0.125 (~14 km; the default), 0.25 (~ 

28 km) and 0.5 (~ 55 km). As expected, the higher the model resolution the more skilful the 

model is when it comes to the significant wave height predictions. However, the opposite was 
found for the wave period prediction. At this stage, we could not propose a convincing 
explanation for this surprising result. 
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Figure 36: Continued. 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Significant wave height analysis increments (m). Data from Jason-2, Jason-3, Saral Altika and 
Sentinel 3A were used. 
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Figure 38: Comparison against French and Spanish buoy data from December 2017 to February 2018 (WMO 
buoy identification shown on top right). Scatter diagrams for significant wave height (HS top), mean 
wave period (TZ middle) and peak wave period (TP bottom) are shown. Simulation without data 
assimilation. 
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Figure 39: Comparison against French and Spanish buoy data from December 2017 to February 2018 (WMO 
buoy identification shown on top right). Scatter diagrams for significant wave height (HS top), mean 
wave period (TZ middle) and peak wave period (TP bottom) are shown. Simulation with altimeter 
wave height data assimilation. 
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Finally, the results of wave data assimilation with a model that runs on an unstructured grid are 
shown. The results are very encouraging and more work is needed to sort out few technical 
issues improve the efficiency. It is planned to extend this work to using a global unstructured 
grid. Aspect of the data assimilation methodology will then be revisited to fully account for the 
increased resolution nearshore. 
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3 Regional System for Wave Data Assimilation 

3.1 Challenges for regional wave assimilation systems 

Within CEASELESS, studies of wave data assimilation in regional seas focus on the 
complexity of shelf seas and coastal zone processes and the enhancements in observation and 
numerical modelling techniques that are needed to predict them. Specifically, we seek to 
address the following: 

 To understand and quantify the skill with which state of the art operational wave 
modelling systems can presently represent the evolution of open waters and coastal 
wave fields in regional seas. 

 To define effective techniques for data assimilation of both satellite altimeter and in-
situ measurements of significant wave height for predicting waves, that account for the 
strong gradients in wave energy seen in shallow water and coastal zones. 

 To measure the benefit and assess the forecast time period over which regional data 
assimilation will add value to the basic model forecast (the so-called ‘system memory’). 

Shallow water shelf seas present a particular challenge due to the strong spatial gradients 
observed in variables such as wave height, direction and period, and the number of processes 
that affect the wave field. The chosen study area, which covers northwest European shelf seas 
and fringes of the North Atlantic, typifies these challenges since it comprises areas of very deep 
and very shallow water, open and constrained fetches, and includes locations subject to high 
tidal ranges and current regimes (e.g. the Bristol Channel). Figure 40, which shows a domain 
wide snapshot of significant wave height (Hm0) from the higher resolution model assessed in 
this study, illustrates a number of these effects. For example the Hm0 field is highly structured 
west of the continental shelf break due to the effect of mesoscale current fields on the waves; 
a high degree of dissipation can be seen over the ‘Dogger Bank’ in the North Sea (just of the 
south-east coast of the UK); and significant sheltering occurs downstream of islands and coastal 
headlands within the model domain. 
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Figure 40: Example significant wave height field from the AMM15S (3-1.5km grid scale) 
wave model. 

 

Thus, in terms of processes, models that resolve the coastal zone must pay specific attention to 
not only shallow water effects on the waves, but also to the detail of wave propagation where 
the orientation of the coastline changes (Cavaleri and Sclavo, 1998) and the variability in the 
wave field introduced through wave interaction with tidal currents. Strong currents and current 
shears in coastal waters have been noted to have significant effects on wave conditions both 
local to the current and downstream. For example, Palmer and Saulter (2016) found significant 
tidal cycle variability in wave conditions at Rustington, in the English Channel, due to 
refraction of swell across (sheared) tidal currents further offshore. Ardhuin et al. (2017) note a 
significant effect due to detailed current structures offshore, which potentially affects the waves 
propagating into the nearshore zone. 

Increasing computing resources and improvements in model numerical schemes and shallow 
water parameterizations suggest that over the next decade, a transition toward operational 
running of large area wave modelling systems that also resolve coastal zone processes at a 
useful level of detail is feasible. There are a number of choices as to how such systems could 
be set up. For example, model nesting enables a 'distributed' set of coastal zone models to be 
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coupled with a coarser large area model (Tolman, 2008); such systems have the advantage of 
being able to spread the modelling load across a network of processors or computers, but carry 
the overhead of maintaining a large number of model configurations. An alternative solution 
is to adopt a form of model in which cell sizes are not uniform and resolution is maximised 
(refined) close to the coast whilst being coarser in less complex offshore regions (e.g. 
curvilinear, Doorn and Ris, 1998; unstructured triangular mesh, Roland et al., 2009; or 
spherical multiple-cell grids, Li 2012). For these models the advantage is in working with a 
single, seamless, configuration.  

Adopting an unstructured or refined grid approach puts an emphasis on model optimisation and 
tuning parameterizations in order that forecast performance is of high quality across the whole 
model domain. For modelling systems which seek to assimilate observed data these types of 
grid present further challenges, for example in mapping assimilation increments onto 
unstructured grids and correctly representing variations in covariance across regions with 
strong localised gradients. 

In this report we present the components and methods that will be used by the Met Office to 
address the problem of regional sea wave data assimilation at operational scales. A system is 
developed that will be trialled using both regular latitude-longitude and refined (Spherical 
Multiple Cell) grid wave models. The systems discussed focus on the ‘Northwest Shelf Seas’ 
region of Europe as defined for the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service 
(CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/ ). This is done with a view to the future implementation 
of methods developed within CEASELESS as an evolution of the Northwest Shelf operational 
analysis and forecast service. 

3.2 System description 

The wave data assimilation system to be trialled is founded on three core code bases that are 
either open source or community licensed. Data assimilation uses NEMOVAR (Mogensen et 
al., 2009; 2012), the wave model component is WAVEWATCH III (The WAVEWATCH III 
Development Group, 2016), and the system (suite) cycling process is managed based on the 
cylc engine (Oliver et al., 2018). Within this section, configuration of these components for the 
Northwest Shelf is summarised, including details of the suite cycling process and the 
observations available for assimilation and systems verification. 
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3.2.1 Numerical models 

3.2.1.1 Atmosphere and ocean models 

Atmospheric and ocean surface current data are used to provide the input forcing conditions to 
the wave model. The atmospheric (wind) forcing model uses a data from a global configuration 
of the Met Office Unified Model (Brown et al., 2012) which, for this study, has a temporal 
resolution of 1 hour and a horizontal spatial resolution of approximately 17km. 

Surface current data are retrieved from regional configurations of the NEMO ocean model 
(Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean; Madec, 2008), covering the Northwest Shelf. 
For these models, lateral boundary conditions are taken from a NEMO global Forecast Ocean 
Assimilation Model (FOAM; O'Dea et al., 2012); tidal forcing on the open boundary is via a 
Flather radiation boundary condition (Flather, 1976) and through the inclusion of an 
equilibrium tide and surface forcing comprises heat, moisture, wind speed and surface pressure 
data from the global atmospheric model. 

3.2.1.2 WAVEWATCH III 

WAVEWATCH III is a third generation wave model that solves equations to predict the action 
density spectrum. Now developed as a community code, the model includes numerous options 
for source term parameterizations, numerical solvers for wave energy propagation and grid 
schemes.  

Common to the wave configurations developed for the Northwest Shelf, the selected wave 
source terms are based on the ST4 package following Ardhuin et al. (2010) and nonlinear terms 
used the Discrete Interaction Approximation (DIA) package following Hasselmann et al. 
(1985). Shallow water physics are applied, with JONSWAP gamma for bottom friction 
(Hasselmann et al., 1973) set to 0.038 and depth induced wave breaking coefficient based on 
the Battjes and Janssen (1978) scheme limited to 0.2. The configurations are one-way nested 
to a global model (Saulter et al., 2016) resolved at approximately 25km along the regional 
models western boundaries. 

Atlantic Margin 7km model 

The 7km Atlantic Margin Model (AMM7) represents the present configuration used by the 
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service and, as such, uses a grid that is matched 
with the NEMO shelf seas model used to provide ocean data for that service. This is a regular 
latitude-longitude set up, covering the region 40°N, 20°W to 65°N, 13°E at a horizontal 
resolution of approximately 7km. Propagation is based on the UNO2 scheme with GSE 
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alleviation based on the cell averaging scheme of Tolman (2002). Currents are applied to the 
model using km NEMO model outputs (O’Dea et al., 2017). In this regional application ST4 
BETAMAX is tuned to 1.45, but otherwise uses model default settings. 

Atlantic Margin Spherical Multiple Cell 3-1.5km model 

This configuration (AMM15S) is designed with the intent of providing improved predictions 
for inshore waters (for example, designated for the UK as within a 12 mile limit of the 
coastline). As such this represents the next evolution of the Northwest Shelf wave model, 
planned for CMEMS version 4. The model uses a rotated Spherical Multiple Cell grid (Li, 
2011, 2012), based on a north pole at 177.50°E 37.50°N in order to achieve an evenly spaced 
mesh around UK. Two levels of refinement are applied, at approximately 3 and 1.5km. For this 
configuration the refinement criterion is based on both proximity to the coast and water depth; 
1.5km cells are used for all locations where averaged depths are less than 40m. The grid covers 
a region from approximately 45°N, 20°W to 63°N, 12°E and uses bathymetry and coastal 
masking derived from a 1.5km NEMO configuration (Graham et al., 2017). The wave model 
is forced using surface currents from this ocean model, which have been interpolated to the 
3km cell scale for compatibility with the base resolution SMC grid cells. The propagation 
scheme associated with the SMC model grid is based on a 2nd order upstream non-oscillatory 
scheme (UNO2, Li, 2008) with Garden Sprinkler Effect (GSE) alleviation based on a hybrid 
swell age diffusion and averaging scheme (WAVEWATCH III Development Group, 2016). 
Consistent with the AMM7 configuration, ST4 BETAMAX is set to 1.45. 

Whilst enabling refined grid resolutions within a domain and using an unstructured form for 
its spatial arrays, the SMC model can be efficiently mapped from its native grid to a regular 
latitude-longitude form by virtue of its basis on regular latitude-longitude cell types. Within 
the context of the data assimilation experiments, this mapping allows a straightforward 
interface to NEMOVAR to be built, in which covariance lengthscale arrays are derived and 
presented in a regular latitude-longitude form to the assimilation module and the regular 
gridded increment data derived by NEMOVAR is readily mapped back onto the AMM15S 
native grid. 

3.2.1.3 Comparison of grids and coastal performance 

Figure 41 illustrates the variations in the grid layouts and current effects for the two 
configurations, in this case for the southwest approaches to England and Wales. Key points of 
interest are the number of grid cells packed into embayments for the different models and also 
where the alignment of the grids lead to ‘steps’ in the rectangular cells adjacent to the coast. 
Where these steps occur, the flux of shore parallel wave energy may be incorrectly represented 
by the finite difference propagation scheme, since this operates in the x-y grid directions only. 
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Figure 41:  Model grid layouts (top) and significant wave height field (bottom) snapshot for 
approaches to the UK southwest coast and Bristol Channel. Left, AMM7; right, 
AMM15S. 

The AMM7 grid (Figure 41, top left) has, in principle, the poorer representation of sheltered 
coastal embayments due to a lower density of grid cells; although exposed stretches of coast 
are reasonably well defined. The density of points in sheltered and shallow water embayments 
is significantly higher in the UKSCO7 model (Figure 41, top right). In particular, embayments 
along the approaches and upper reaches of the Bristol Channel are much more highly populated 
with model points. The lower panels in Figure 41 show a zoomed out snapshot of model 
significant wave height (Hs) fields, in order to illustrate the effect of adding a surface current 
field. Incorporating the AMM7 currents introduces some extra to the wave field (Figure 41, 
bottom left), but the 3km current field applied to the AMM15S wave model introduces 
significantly more structure (Figure 41, bottom right). For example, an interesting feature in 
the AMM15S field is a set of striations in the vicinity of the continental shelf break in the 
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southwest approaches to the UK. This may be a response to the surface current field generated 
by internal wave formation over the shelf break. (Mattias Green et al., 2008). 

A comparison of the skill of the two models for predicting wave characteristics in both the 
offshore and coastal zones of the Northwest Shelf has been presented by Saulter et al. (2017). 
Summarising, the AMM15S configuration was found to yield substantial improvements in 
significant wave height prediction at coastal locations along the UK south and west facing 
coasts. For example bias and scatter index performance differentials in the AMM7 and 
AMM15S models are presented in Figure 42, in which the larger blue coloured symbols 
represent an improvement in both metrics close to the coast in AMM15S, particularly in 
sheltered embayments. Further offshore, the performance differentials are much less marked, 
consistent with the view that in open waters the dominant effect on wave model errors is due 
to errors in the forcing wind field. It is also noted that, even for the higher resolution wave 
model there nevertheless remain locations (in the Bristol Channel, Solent and approaches to 
the Mersey) where predictive skill is low, due to limitations in the representation of processes 
influencing the coastal wave field. 

 

Figure 42: Comparison of error statistics for AMM7 and AMM15S. Top left: AMM7 grid in 
SW Approaches of UK; top right: same for AMM15S; bottom left: AMM15S-
AMM7 difference in normalised absolute bias against in-situ buoys for significant 
wave height; bottom right, same for normalised error standard deviation. In the error 
difference plots, large blue symbols indicate a substantive improvement when using 
AMM15S (note in the figures AMM15S is denoted UKSCO7 and AMM7 is 
denoted AMM7CO6). 
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3.2.2 Assimilation Scheme 

3.2.2.1 NEMOVAR 

NEMOVAR is an incremental first guess at appropriate time three-dimensional (3DVAR) data 
assimilation scheme co-developed by ECMWF (Mogensen et al., 2009, 2012), Met Office 
(Waters et al., 2015), CERFACS and INRIA for operational assimilation in ocean models. In 
the case of significant wave height, the scheme will generate model increments based on 
minimising the observation-background (model) error cost function in both sea-surface x, y 
dimensions and time across the assimilation cycle. Background-error correlations are modelled 
using a diffusion equation based on a predefined function which, in these experiments is based 
on a Gaussian function applied using lengthscales based on fitting the function to covariances 
established using the Quick Canadian method (Polavarapu et al., 2005). When using this 
approach, an isotropic assumption that assumes these lengthscales to be universal in direction 
from a given location is unlikely to hold within a regional sea due to variations in fetch and 
gradients in bathymetry. As a result, the approach taken to represent anisotropy within 
NEMOVAR tasks represents an important set of experiments in this study (see Section 3.3.1). 

Background and observation errors are quantified based on estimates made in triple collocation 
studies (Janssen et al., 1997; Palmer and Saulter, 2013). Of particular relevance to this study, 
Palmer and Saulter (2013) found consistent error standard deviations of 8%, 12% and 15% of 
climatological background significant wave height respectively for satellite altimeter, in-situ 
data and model in the vicinity of the northwest European shelf. These parameterizations of 
error are applied to background fields from (1-2 year) hindcasts for each wave configuration 
in order to generate error standard deviations at all points across the model domain. 

3.2.2.2 Wave model correction 

Due to the nature of the available observations only a single state variable, significant wave 
height, is incremented by NEMOVAR. In order for these increments to be used by the wave 
model, they must then be applied over the two-dimensional (frequency-direction) spectral 
energy density grid used by the model. Prior to the spectral update, an additional step is used 
to quality control the significant wave height increments in order to ensure consistency in the 
resulting wave field, e.g. by checking that the increments will not result in zero or negative 
wave energy.  

The default update scheme available with the latest development release of WAVEWATCH 
III is based on a simple rescaling of the wave energy in each spectral bin. As a demonstration 
of the effectiveness of this approach, Figure 43 compares assimilation increments generated 
over a two-week trial in which the adjusted wave spectra are used to initialise successive model 
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background runs versus increments for a model run without correction between cycles. With 
the exception of the shallow water regions of the southern North Sea, increments in the 
assimilating system are reduced. This indicates that the background model data remain closer 
to the observations when the adjustment is applied. A study aim is to explore different methods 
for the spectral update, which have varying levels of complexity in order to conserve spectral 
shape properties and restrict the corrections to specific parts of the wave spectrum (e.g. spectral 
bins directly forced by wind). These are discussed further in Section 3.3.2. 

 

Figure 43: Comparison of (root mean squared) significant wave height increments for a two 
week model trial with (left) adjustment of initial conditions using a spectral bulk 
energy adjustment versus (right) uncorrected initial conditions taken from the 
previous run cycle. Blue shading in the difference plot (centre) indicates where the 
adjustments have a positive impact on the skill of the background runs. 

 

3.2.3 Observations 

3.2.3.1 In-situ data  

In-situ data are based on collections in the Met Office meteorological observations database, 
known as the MetDB. Significant wave height data are sourced from three key collections. The 
majority of open waters data are sourced from datasets transmitted over Global 
Telecommunications System (GTS) and comprise measurements from a variety of wave buoys 
with mounted heave sensors and fixed platforms using downward facing laser altimeters or 
radar. Coastal wave data are sourced from two coastal observatory programs running networks 
of buoys around the UK; the Channel Coast Observatory (http://www.channelcoast.org/) and 
Wavenet (https://www.cefas.co.uk/cefas-data-hub/wavenet/). A number of the Channel Coast 
Observatory buoys are sited particularly close to the coastline, generally sited in water depths 
of 10m above Chart Datum. 
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3.2.3.2 Satellite altimeter data 

Dependent on the experiment period, satellite altimeter data are sourced from either MetDB 
collections or the CERSAT merged altimeter dataset (Queffeulou, 2013). The latter collection 
has the convenience of including a quality controlled and calibrated significant wave height 
product for each instrument/mission in addition to the raw data. 

Crucial to this project is the release of altimetry data from the Sentinel-3 mission 
(https://sentinels.copernicus.eu/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-3). The expectation is that 
these new observations will significantly improve the quality of satellite measurements of 
significant wave height retrieved from the coastal zone, enabling an improved coverage for 
coastal assimilation. With a view to future use of the systems within Copernicus, data for these 
studies will initially be retrieved from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring System 
catalogue. A further evaluation of an improved coastal altimeter product may also be run, 
pending results from CEASELESS WP1. 

3.2.3.3 Model - observation match-up and quality control 

The innovations (observation minus background values) provided to NEMOVAR are derived 
using a nearest neighbour approach as the observations operator. In order to adopt this 
approach, the wave model background field is defined every half hour and, on the regional 
wave model grids, at a horizontal resolution of 7 km, 3 km or 1.5 km for the coastal zone. At 
these resolutions it is expected that the model and observations are sufficiently collocated to 
enable a direct match. 

In order to ensure a similar representation scaling in the different observation types altimeter 
data are super-observed to an approximately 20 km lengthscale, equivalent to three 1Hz 
soundings. This is anticipated to be broadly equivalent to 20-30 minute sample of waves from 
an in-situ instrument. 

Quality control follows an approach in which observations with significant wave height lower 
than a given threshold are rejected (particularly for altimetry on signal to noise grounds). 
Configuration work is also ongoing to catch spurious innovations where model-observation 
differences are erroneously high. The match-up process also includes quality control in the 
sampling of observations close to the coastline. For in-situ observations this is achieved via 
blacklisting (for example removing observations in sheltered locations not represented on the 
AMM7 model grid), whilst for satellite altimeters a coastal mask is added to the background 
field at match-up time in order to remove any observations within a given distance of the 
coastline. The expectation is that this mask can be varied between the older altimeters and the 
new SENTINEL-3 data, subject to assessment of coastal zone performance. 
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3.2.4 Suite task structure and cycling 

The run cycle for the CEASELESS regional wave system is illustrated in Figure 44. At each 
cycle point the model initially runs a 6 hour hindcast (background run) before generating a 
restart file. This file comprises the wind, current and wave spectra information (at all grid 
points) necessary to initialise a new model run. In parallel, observations covering the 
background run period are sourced and prepared for match-up. On completion of both tasks, 
the data assimilation cycle is triggered; initial tasks are to perform model-observation match 
up (to establish the innovations) and to set up covariance information. NEMOVAR is then run 
to generate significant wave height increment fields, which are subsequently quality controlled 
and applied to the WAVEWATCH III restart file in order to create a new restart field. The 
majority of the assimilation cycle is applied to the significant wave height parameter but this 
last task, critically, applies the significant wave height corrections to the spectral arrays carried 
in the restart file. Following completion of the assimilation cycle, the model begins its forward 
forecast cycle, in which the model responds freely to forecast wind and current forcing and 
lateral boundary conditions without any further observational constraint. 

The use of a 6 hour update cycle is necessary in order to enable the application of NEMOVAR 
for generating corrections at a single restart time only. Any longer window would require a 
more dynamic approach in which the assimilation scheme is embedded with the numerical 
model (as is done for operational NEMO assimilation at the Met Office using a 24 hour 
window), and would potentially need to include methods to ensure that wave energy and wind 
speed corrections are dynamically balanced (Lionello et al., 1992). A shorter window would 
be unlikely to obtain sufficient observations for the assimilation to work effectively due to 
irregularities in the number of satellite altimeter passes through this region in a given time. For 
example, the middle left panel in Figure 46 indicates the observation coverage during a period 
where the number of observations is at close to maximum; at other periods fewer or no satellite 
data may be available. 

For the two wave model configurations to be tested, the only difference in cycling tasks is the 
addition of a step, post quality control of the increments file that re-maps the set of gridded 
significant wave height increments generated by NEMOVAR back to the unstructured sea 
point grid used by the SMC wave model. 
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Figure 44: Workflow for regional wave model assimilation suite. 
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3.3 Options for experimentation 

Within the basic assimilation framework described, a number of options for use of observations 
and assimilation methods are available that may impact forecast model skill. Options that will 
be tested within CEASELESS are described in the following subsections. 

3.3.1 Covariance lengthscale specification for NEMOVAR 

It is expected that the spatial structure of the covariance fields used in the assimilation will be 
critical to the impact of corrections made at observation locations elsewhere in the model 
domain. In open waters, an isotropic assumption has proven to be effective in global 
operational systems (e.g. Lefevre and Aouf, 2012) and will provide the baseline approach for 
experimentation. However, the levels of variability in significant wave height within the 
Northwest Shelf seas (e.g. Figure 40) indicate that this type of assumption is unrealistic. An 
approach that acknowledges the clear anisotropic nature of wave field correlations will 
therefore be tested at both the 7 km and 3-1.5 km scales. 

For example, Figure 45, shows background error variance and lengthscale information that 
have been derived using the Quick Canadian method applied to a two year hindcast of the 
AMM7 wave model. The lengthscales have been determined by fitting a Gaussian function to 
both omni-directional (all) covariance data and sub-collections using 8 cardinal directions. In 
addition to the east-west gradient in lengthscale observed between the Atlantic part of the 
domain and the shelf seas (Figure 45, top left panel) significant variability is observed a 
different locations dependent on directional sector. For example, lengthscales in the North Sea 
are longest for directions with a northerly component and weakest for directions with a westerly 
component. This is consistent with gradients in wave height due to development over a short 
fetch (westerly) versus development over longer fetches along the north-south axis of the North 
Sea.  

Within the regional wave assimilation system, the lengthscale specification is introduced to 
NEMOVAR by assigning lengthscales at each model grid point based on the background wave 
direction at analysis time in order to create a dynamically varying field. In order to ensure some 
smoothness to the resulting increments, a (3-cell) Gaussian filter is applied to the lengthscale 
field to enable a smooth transition between cells.  
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Figure 45: Correlation omni- and directional lengthscales in the northwest European shelf seas 
domain, as derived from 2 years of AMM7 hindcast significant wave height fields. 

 

An example of system sensitivities to the process is shown in Figure 46, which illustrates 
lengthscale and increment changes introduced when using directional wave data. In this case, 
the generally northerly flow of wave energy in the background field increases covariance 
lengthscales (versus the omni-directional case) over much of the domain, with the exception of 
regions of short fetch wave growth to the south of Ireland and the UK mainland. This results 
in a substantial variation in increments across the domain, such that increments applied to the 
background field vary by as much as ±0.4m between the omni-directional and dynamically 
varying case.  

Further experiments will assess whether these impacts have a positive influence on the 
assimilation system and some further review of the lengthscale arrays will be required in order 
to ensure that sensible correlation lengths are applied close to the regional model domain 
boundaries. This process will be repeated for the AMM15S model, which is anticipated to 
provide significantly more detail to lengthscales derived in the coastal domain and shallow 
water areas of the North Sea. 
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Figure 46: Example comparison of lengthscale and increment changes for AMM7 when using 
directionally varying lengthscale data. Top left: background wave height and 
direction field; top right: background correlation omni-directional lengthscale from 
2-year analysis; centre left: innovations averaged over 6-hour assimilation cycle; 
centre right: increments based on omni-directional lengthscale; bottom left: change 
in lengthscale when applying direction dependence; bottom right: change in 
increments when applying direction dependent correlation lengthscale. 
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3.3.2 Correcting wave spectra 

Presently the WAVEWATCH III code to update restart file spectra comprises a simple bulk 
correction formula that distributes the significant wave height increment in proportion to the 
energy in each spectral (frequency-direction) bin. Whilst impacting positively on overall 
energy specified at the sea-surface (and thus significant wave height), this change will not 
fundamentally alter the rate at which energy disperses through the model grid since there is no 
balancing redistribution of energy in frequency space. 

Within experiment plans, it is intended to investigate a further scheme, following Lionello et 
al. (1992) that may address this. The scheme has been applied successfully at ECMWF and 
Meteo France for global operational systems. In an uncoupled system that updates spectra at 
model initialisation only (and hence will only gain a limited impact from balancing wave 
energy and wind speeds at analysis time), the key elements of this method are a) to determine 
whether the wave spectrum is sufficiently strongly forced by the wind field in order to justify 
applying corrections to the wind influenced part of the spectrum only, and b) where this is the 
case to redistribute wind-sea energy in frequency space such that the wave model height-period 
relationships remain consistent with the model’s source term package growth curve. The 
principle is that by both targeting the main part of the wave spectrum likely to be in error during 
wind-sea development and redistributing wave energy to appropriate frequencies, subsequent 
dispersion and growth will be better constrained within the wider wave model grid. 

3.3.3 Observation sampling 

Availability of observations within a constrained region such as the Northwest Shelf mean that 
it is important to understand both the requirements for and sensitivities to a blend of in-situ and 
satellite altimeter observations within the regional DA scheme, along with the impacts of 
different observation types on model performance in open waters and coastal sub-domains. 
Review of initial trials reveals that the relatively short analysis period (6 hours) leads to a large 
variability in available observations from cycle to cycle; particularly when altimeter data are 
used in isolation. Figure 47 illustrates such sensitivities by mapping the root mean square of 
increments generated during a 2 week period (1st to 14th January 2017) for runs where different 
observations were applied to a NEMOVAR set up using domain constant error standard 
deviations and lengthscales.  

For comparative purposes a baseline experiment was run using all available altimeters within 
the CERSAT merged altimeter dataset and in-situ platforms transmitting data on the Global 
Telecommunications System (GTS). In this case, a check on the RMS differences between the 
resulting significant wave height analysis and in-situ data at analysis time showed a 25% 
improvement versus the background field. In a trial where only the CERSAT altimeter data 
were used, increment variations within shelf seas are significantly reduced compared to this 
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baseline (Figure 47, top panel) and the analysis was only improved by 5% versus the 
background. Adding Sentinel-3 observations to the trial increased the variability of increments 
offshore of the continental shelf (Figure 47, middle panel), but had relatively limited impact 
within shelf seas and made no change to the quality of the analysis versus the in-situ data.  

In a further trial, the Sentinel-3 and merged altimeter were supplemented with a sample of 
‘greylisted’ in-situ observations. The term greylist is employed here to denote observation sites 
which can be accepted by the assimilation system, but which will be sub-sampled in order to 
increase independence between match-up data and/or vary the weight that is given to certain 
observation sites or types. In the case of this experiment the greylisting was set such that only 
50% of the available offshore observations were used by the assimilation, having been sampled 
at random from the 6-hour matchup dataset. The resulting increments, whilst different, vary on 
a similar order to the experiment using all in-situ observations (Figure 47, bottom panel) and 
the analysis field was improved by 23% against in-situ observations compared to the 
background field. 

Following this exploratory trial, a number of variations in the observation sampling scheme 
will be tested. For the AMM7 configuration a series of data withdrawal experiments will 
determine sensitivities to the mix of observations used in open waters, specifically: 

 Impact of reducing the number of in-situ observations used in assimilation via the 
greylisting process, when all altimeters are present. 

 Impact of withdrawing Sentinel-3 and other altimeter missions under a fixed greylisting 
scenario. 

Experiments with the AMM15S configuration will then be used to assess the coastal impacts: 

 Whether there are benefits of open waters assimilation only to coastal model skill. 

 Impact of including greylisted coastal observations (Channel Coastal Observatory and 
Wavenet). 

 Impact of reducing the coastal mask for Sentinel-3 data. 
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Figure 47: Change in RMS increments for two week cycle of (non-updating, constant error 
covariance) AMM7 runs, dependent on observation types used. Left to right; RMS 
increments from trial run, anomaly between trial and baseline run, increments for 
baseline run using all available CERSAT merged altimeter and offshore in-situ 
platforms (nu-cme). Top to bottom; trial runs for merged altimeter only (nu-cme-
so), merged altimeter plus Sentinel-3 (nu-cme-ss3), merged altimeter plus Sentinel-
3 plus 50% greylisted offshore in-situ platforms. 

 

3.4 Development status and experiment plan 

3.4.1 Development status 

At the point of reporting the following suite components have been prepared and tested via a 
series of two week (or longer) trial runs: 

 AMM7 and AMM15S wave configurations. 

 Observation extraction, quality control, coastal masking and greylisting code. 

 Background-observation match up code. 
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 Error standard deviation and lengthscale generation (AMM7). 

 NEMOVAR and increments file quality checking code. 

 WAVEWATCH III spectral update code (bulk spectral correction). 

Further components, requiring to be developed in order to run a full experiment program are: 

 Error standard deviation and lengthscale generation for AMM15S. 

 NEMOVAR increments on regular grid to SMC grid mapping code. 

 WAVEWATCH III spectral update code for Lionello et al. (1992) method. 

The development of these latter components has been subject to some delay due to a decision 
within project to adopt the latest development version of WAVEWATCH III (version 6.x) as 
the codebase for the CEASELESS trials. This decision has been made in order to ensure 
knowledge transfer of results from the CEASELESS research, since any code developments 
undertaken within project will become version controlled within the WAVEWATCH III 
development Git repository and included in future public releases. This has, however, led to 
some additional work in order to port some localised Met Office code relating to rotated pole 
and SMC grids into the version 6.x code. Coding and testing of these updates is, at writing, 
close to completion and the remaining developments needed to fully test the AMM15S 
configuration with an assimilating cylc suite can take place directly after (expected delivery by 
month 21). 

3.4.2 Experiment plans 

Based on the sensitivity tests and options for assimilation described in preceding sections, the 
following experiments are proposed in order to assess an optimal form for the assimilation 
configuration, the benefits of assimilation in both offshore and coastal zones and contribution 
made by different observation types.  

Configuration of the assimilation system and determination of observations impact via data 
withdrawal experiments will comprise a series of 1 month runs in which the key metric for 
measuring system performance will be changes to the increments applied to the background 
wave fields by the assimilation system. This follows the example in Figure 43, where the 
application of spectral corrections to the wave model restart file reduced increments over a 
majority of the wave model domain and indicated that the spectral corrections brought the 
updated model runs closer to the observed state. 
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Following these experiments, longer (3 month) trials including a forecast step will be applied 
to an optimal set-up for both AMM7 and AMM15S in order to determine the impact of the 
assimilation on system memory. 

The proposed experiments are detailed in Table 2, where the configuration and observations 
impact experiments denote the shorter runs, and the forecast experiments denote the trials for 
system memory. 

3.5 Summary 

In this report, Met Office systems for assessing observation and configurations impacts on 
assimilative wave models for a regional European sea area, the Northwest Shelf, are 
documented. A majority of system components have been built and tested via preliminary trials 
and the remaining development work is anticipated to be complete by month 21. 

Experiments with the assimilation configuration will focus on observation withdrawal studies, 
applying variable covariance lengthscales to NEMOVAR in order to account for anisotropy in 
the regional wave fields, and the method used to apply significant wave height corrections to 
the model two-dimensional energy density spectrum. These will enable development of 
assimilation configurations for wave models representing both the present and next generation 
of Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service wave models for the Northwest Shelf, 
which will be run in a series of experiments to test impact on system memory in both open and 
coastal waters. 
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Table 2: Proposed experiment program for the Met Office regional wave data assimilation system. 

 Experiment / purpose Related 
Task 

Wave 
configuration 

Observations sampling Covariance 
lengthscales 

Spectral 
update 
method

1 Observations impact of in-situ 
offshore data and greylisting 

2.2 AMM7 All satellites
Greylisted offshore in-situ 
(withdrawal experiments) 
No coastal in-situ

Isotropic Bulk

2 Observations impact of satellite 
altimeters (focus on Sentinel-3) 

2.2 AMM7 Satellite withdrawal 
experiments 
Greylisted offshore in-situ 
from 1 
No coastal in-situ

Isotropic Bulk

3 Configuration impact of 
covariance lengthscale variations 
and anisotropy 

2.1 AMM7 From 2 Variable Bulk

4 Configuration impact of spectral 
correction method 

2.1 AMM7 From 2 From 3 Lionello et al.

5 Forecast run - Impact of open 
waters assimilation on system 
memory 

2.2 AMM7 From 2 From 3 From 4

6 Forecast run - Impact of open 
waters assimilation on coastal 
model system memory 

2.1/2.2 AMM15S From 2 From 3 From 4

7 Observations impact of coastal 
zone Sentinel-3 data 

2.2 AMM15S From 2, plus reduced coastal 
masking for Sentinel-3

From 3 From 4

8 Observations impact of coastal 
zone in-situ data and greylisting 

2.2 AMM15S From 7, plus greylisted 
coastal in-situ (withdrawal 
experiments)

From 3 From 4

9 Forecast run - Impact of open 
waters-coastal zone assimilation 
on system memory 

2.1/2.2 AMM15S From 8 From 3 From 4
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4 Limited Area Multi-Variable Assimilation 

4.1 LAPS 

In order to naturally enlarge the applicability of Sentinel products beyond the EU, a new interface for 
the Local Analysis and Prediction System (LAPS), a diagnostic model specifically designed for 
mesoscale data assimilation, has been implemented to ingest SAR wind data from Sentinel into the 
model. 

LAPS (McGinley et al., 1995; Albers et al., 1996) has been developed at US National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to generate numerical analysis aimed both at nowcasting 
(diagnosis) and assimilation into numerical models (forecasting). It allows the ingestion and the 
assimilation of virtually any kind of data, showing a high adaptability to different computer 
architectures without requiring large computational resources; the latter property makes LAPS a very 
appealing tool for nowcasting and for short range weather forecasting in operational environments. 

In the framework of CEASELESS, ISAC-CNR has developed an interface to ingest Sentinel SAR 
wind data into LAPS. Together with SAR data, SEVIRI radiances measured by the METEOSAT 
satellite have been ingested into LAPS, using a routine developed at ISAC-CNR (Conte et al., 2011). 
The latter data is necessary in order to use LAPS analysis as initial condition for a prognostic model. 
Other data (vertical profiles, surface stations measurements, radar reflectivity) can be ingested into 
LAPS - using the ISAC-CNR suite - as well (Tiesi et al., 2016); anyway, in the present study, only 
the assimilation of SEVIRI and Sentinel wind data into LAPS has been considered, since our task is 
evaluating the benefit of ingesting Sentinel wind data into the analysis and, then, into the forecasts 
(using the LAPS analysis as initial condition). 

4.2 WRF 

As prognostic model, we used the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, a non-
hydrostatic mesoscale numerical weather system using terrain-following vertical coordinates 
(Skamarock et al., 2008). WRF represents the state-of-the-art in limited area modeling and has been 
developed mainly at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Being an open source 
software, a large community of users contributes to its development. 

The methodology adopted here consists of different steps. First, we perform a WRF model run forced 
by a large scale forcing (run WRFBG). This simulation is used as background for a LAPS analysis; 
finally, the LAPS analysis is used as initial condition for a new WRF run (WRFHR). 
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The geographical domain selected for the WRFBG simulation is shown in Figure 48. It is a two-
domain nested configuration, with domains d01 and d02, whose extension is: 

 for d01: 250 x 220 (lon x lat) points with 8km grid spacing; 

 for d02: 413 x 233 (lon x lat) points with 2km grid spacing. 

 

Figure 48:  The two domains d01 and d02 used to perform the WRF simulations. The inner domain 
(d02) coincides with the LAPS domain. 

The number of vertical levels is 41 for both domains; the Initial Condition (IC) and Boundary 
Conditions (BC) used to initialize the WRFBG run are provided by the GFS (Global Forecast System) 
analysis and forecasts (available at 3h steps), downloaded from the website 
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov.  

WRFHR runs are performed on the domain d02 only. In this case, the initial condition is provided by 
the LAPS analysis, and the boundary condition is updated every hour using the outputs of the 
WRFBG simulation. 

The impact of Sentinel wind speed on the analysis and forecasts is analyzed here in the northern 
Adriatic basin, which is one of the target areas in the CEASELESS project. Sentinel may cover the 
northern Adriatic Sea two times each day, approximately at 05:00 UTC and 17:00 UTC, with up to 
four potential retrievals in one day. In the case of a morning passage (around 05:00), the WRFBG 
starts at 00:00; for an afternoon passage (around 17:00), the WRFBG simulation starts at 12:00. The 
run WRFHR starts at the time of the passage of Sentinel, i.e. after 5 hours from the start of WRFBG 
run. 

Eleven events have been selected among case studies of severe weather affecting the north Adriatic 
basin in the last few years. The full list of events is shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3: The simulated case studies. 

Date S1 retrieval WRFBG 
start 

WRFHR 
start 

Notes 

2017-06-30 16:58:16 
16:58:41 

12:00 17:00 Convective precipitation event 

2017-02-28 05:18:18 
05:18:43 

00:00 05:00 Convective precipitation event 

2016-11-30 05:18:46 
05:19:11 
05:19:36 

00:00 05:00 Bora event in the Northern Adriatic Sea 

2016-11-19 05:09:58 
05:10:23 

00:00 05:00 Heavy rain in the Northern Adriatic Sea (convective
rain) 

2016-11-06 05:18:46 
05:19:11 

00:00 05:00 Heavy rain in the Northern Adriatic Sea (convective 
rain) 

2016-09-15 16:58:03 
16:58:28 

12:00 17:00 Convective precipitation event 

2016-07-28 05:10:39 
05:11:04 

00:00 05:00 Precipitation and possible strong winds 

2016-06-11 16:57:50 
16:58:15 

12:00 17:00 Storms with hail and coastal floods (Adriatic Sea) 

2015-11-24 05:18:45 
05:19:10 

00:00 05:00 Bora-Sirocco flow in the Northern Adriatic Sea 

2015-11-20 16:57:59 
16:58:24 

12:00 17:00 Bora-Sirocco flow in the Northern Adriatic Sea 

2014-12-31 16:57:40 
16:58:05 
16:58:33 

12:00 17:00 Bora wind in the Northern Adriatic Sea 
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4.3 LAPS preprocessing 

Wind fields from Sentinel are downloaded from the website https://satwinds.windenergy.dtu.dk/, 
with pixel resolution of 500m. For every point in the map, the corresponding wind direction is taken 
from the global model GFS at the closest grid point and at the closest output time (which is every 3 
h). This represents quite a poor approximation, considering that the global model does not include 
smaller scale wind patterns. The wind speed is calculated from the retrieved radiance based on 
empirical geophysical model functions, with the assumption of a stratified stable atmosphere and a 
vertical logarithmic wind profile. The retrieved product represents the standard wind speed at 10 m, 
with a range of maximum reliability from 0.5 m/s (retrieval error) to 20 m/s. 

For a more realistic representation, in our experiments the wind direction has been taken from the 
WRF-BG run at the closest output time (i.e., every hour) instead from GFS. An interface has been 
implemented to allow the ingestion of wind speed and direction into the LAPS system. For each pixel, 
some preliminary tests are necessary in order to check that the points correspond to sea in the model 
land-sea mask and are inside the d02 domain, and that the retrieved wind speed is within the 
acceptable range [0.5m/s, 20m/s]. Then, the data resolution is degraded from 500m to 2km (the model 
grid spacing); then, the data is interpolated on the d02 domain grid points; finally, we check the grid 
point is on the sea in the land-sea mask of d02. Finally, the data is ingested into the LAPS model to 
modify its surface analysis, which anyway affects also the upper analysis in the lower troposphere. 
After the Sentinel wind has been ingested into LAPS (at 05:00 or 17:00 UTC), the LAPS analysis is 
used to initialize a WRF run covering the following 13 hours (i.e., respectively until 18:00 or 06:00 
UTC). 

4.4 CASE STUDIES 

Just to illustrate how the ingestion of Sentinel wind data can modify the LAPS analysis and the WRF 
forecasts, we show here a couple of cases. The first is a case study of convective precipitation (30 
June 2017). Figure 49 shows the wind in two close retrievals over the Adriatic Sea, while Figure 50 
shows the WRFBG simulated 10 m wind at 17:00 UTC, 30 June 2017, and the same field in the LAPS 
analysis (that used WRFBG as background). It is apparent that the ingestion of Sentinel wind can 
improve significantly the wind pattern over the sea surface. 

The second case is a storm responsible for hail and coastal flood (11 June 2016). Figures 51 and 52 
shows that the information provided by the Sentinel wind is not limited at the time of the analysis but 
can propagate some hours ahead into the simulation. One can see that the simulation keeps memory 
of the Sentinel data in the low-level wind, respectively 1 and 3 hours after the ingestion. 
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a) b) 

  

Figure 49:  Sentinel wind speed retrieved on June 30, 2017, at 16:58. 

 

a) b) 

  

Figure 50:  10m wind at 17:00 on June 30, 2017 in WRFBG run (5h forecast; a) and in LAPS analysis 
(b). 
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a) b) 

  

Figure 51:  10m wind at 18:00, 11 June 2016 in WRFBG run (6h forecast; a) and WRFHR run (1h 
forecast; b). 

 

a) b) 

  

Figure 52:  10m wind at 20:00, 11 June 2016 in WRFBG run (8h forecast; a) and WRFHR run (3h 
forecast; b). 
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4.5 Comparison with surface data 

A quantitative verification of the model simulations is finally drawn for all 11 cases considered here. 
The verification is performed in comparison with 67 stations in Friuli Venezia Giulia region (north-
eastern Italy), belonging to the regional meteorological service (OSMER), in terms of BIAS and 
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error).  

Figures 53, 54 and 55 show the temporal evolution of the statistical parameters for all simulations as 
a function of the WRF forecast time (from 1 to 13 hours). The black line refers to the reference 
simulation WRFBG, the green and the red lines refer to the WRFHR simulations initialized through 
the LAPS analyses, respectively using only SEVIRI data (MSG run), and Sentinel wind and SEVIRI 
data together (SARMSG run). The comparison of the last two simulations shows the importance of 
using Sentinel data in the analysis (note that SEVIRI data are required for WRF model runs initialized 
with LAPS analysis). 

Figures 53 and 54 show that the impact of LAPS analysis on WRFHR simulations of 2 m temperature 
and relative humidity is positive throughout the simulations, particularly when also the Sentinel data 
are used. Figure 55 shows that the impact on wind speed is less relevant, but anyway it is still positive 
in the first few hours of the simulations and in the second half of the runs. 

a) 

 

b)

 

Figure 53:  2m temperature: BIAS (a) and RMSE (b) for all the simulations. 
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a) 

 

b)

 

Figure 54:  Relative humidity: BIAS (a) and RMSE (b) for all the simulations. 

 

 

Figure 55:  10 m wind speed RMSE for all the simulations. 

 

One should consider that the derivation of 10 m wind speed in the retrieval is based on a specific 
scenario of atmospheric stability, i.e. it is estimated assuming a stable boundary layer and a 
logarithmic vertical profile of the wind, which is in general not true in convective conditions, as in 
most of the heavy rain episodes considered here. Anyway, the benefit of the assimilation of station 
data into the analysis is apparent, as shown in Table 4, which summarizes the statistical results 
globally. 
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Table 4: Global RMSE (WRF simulations versus OSMER data). The best simulation for each 
variable is bolded. 

VARIABLE WRFBG MSG SARMSG 

2m temperature (K) 2.3 2.2 2.2 

2m relative humidity (%) 16.4 15.8 15.8 

10 m wind direction (°) 92.9 92.0 91.7 

10 m wind speed (m/s) 3.9 3.9 3.9 

 

4.6 Planned activities 

Work is in progress in order to extend the number of cases and to show the impact of the ingestion of 
Sentinel wind data in the forecasts, in particular in terms of precipitation predicted by the model in 
range (0-12 hours). 
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